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In the March 1938 issue of Nippon hyoron •J Jg. • •'• there appear
Saneatsu • q• t], • • ,,• (1885-1976) about his friend, the
Zhou Zuoren N •'• )v (1885-1967). In the essay, Zhou is praised as a
peace, espousing the same Tolstoyan creed of nonviolence adhered to by

Mushanok•ji

himself. Despite the enmity between the two warring
intent to remain loyal to a friend with whom he felt

nations, Mushanokrji

a strong personal and
Mushanok6ji's essa
propagandistic,
Unabashedly
political,
kinship.
not
depicted a positive relationship between the two literary communities.
Given the generally sympathetic tone of Mushanokrji's essay, the
issue
of Nippon hyoron of Sat• Haruo's
same
(Children of Asia), an inflammatory story which provided an unflatterin
events in the lives of.Yu Dafu •• • 5• (1896-1945) and Guo Moruo •
1978), was bitterly ironic and underscored the unsettled state of relation
Japanese and Chinese literary communities during the 1930s. Yu, in p
exception to his portrayal in the story and gave vent to his ire in an essay
de wenshi yu changfu" [] 2qg: )V i•l 3• • • • • (Japanese literary men
The essay was more than a simple criticism of Satr's story. It was
declaration of the termination of a literary association and friendship th
spanned fifteen years. The relationship was further complicated by the ma
influence--specifically the influence of Satr's self-referential fiction on Y
his formative years as a writer. It is impossible to gauge with any accurac
the two writers' relationship during those years, but it apparently took the
initially, of a mentor-disciple relationship between the established bunda
Sat6 (1892-1964) and the young initiate, Yu.
Yu acknowledged genuine admiration for Satr's work on several
this admiration was to dictate the way the two writers were to relate
thereafter.:

Mushanokrji's essay was an introduction to Zhou Zuoren and included an ex
role in disseminating information about contemporary Japanese literary trends to
Mushanokrji Saneatsu, "Shfi Sakunin" (Zhou Zuoren), Nippon hyOron (March 19
z Although scholarship in English concerning the influence of Japanese literature
the relationship bmveen Yu and Sat6 Hamo is rather limited, there are several
One article which focuses on the relationship between the two writers and

influence is Kurt Radtke's "Chaos and.Coherence? Sat6 Haruo's Novel Den 'en n
DaN's Trilogy Chenlun," in Adriana Bosaro, et al., eds., Rethinking Japan
Martin's Press, 1985), vol. 1, pp. 86-101. Also worth noting are two chapters in
ed., Modern Chinese Literature in the May Fourth Era (Cambridge, Mass.: Ha
Press, 1977); Michael Egan's essay, "Yu Dafu and the Transition to Modem Chi
(pp. 309-24), examines Yu's contribution to the development of modem litera
21
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bundan, Akutagawa Ryfinosuke • l[ • ,:2_ J• (1892-1927). Akutagawa
Japanese writer who revered Chinese culture and literature, and the Sates

staying

at the same

hotel, the Wansuiguan • • j•,

where

Akutagawa had

visit several years earlier.
The bookstore, run by Uchiyama Kanz6 (1885-1959) in Shanghai,
point of lively interaction that had developed between the Chinese and Jap
communities. Uchiyama, who had first come to China in 1913, was himself
and student of Chinese literature, and the literary salon that developed in hi
Shanghai facilitated the comings and goings of Japanese writers during
China. From the teens through the mid-thirties a number of important Ja
including Satr, Akutagawa Ryfinosuke, and Tanizaki Junichir6 •- IIN •
1968) journeyed to China, continuing a trend of modern Japanese
intellectuals visiting China that began in the 1860s.8
Also centered in Uchiyama Kanz•'s shop in Shanghai was the C
Research Society (Zhina ju yanjiuhui • •1• • ;1• "• • ) which, compr
Chinese and Japanese members, was presided over by Tian Han and was de
study of both traditional and contemporary Chinese drama. 9 It was throug
intercession that Sat6 was able to reacquaint himself with Yu Dafu and Ti
meet other intellectuals including Hu. Shi i• • (1891-1962) for the first
time the Satrs returned to Japan after nearly a month in China, Haruo had
his ties with the Chinese literary world, and a conventional literary acquain
Dafu had ripened into a genuine friendship.
Thereafter, the two writers continued to exchange letters p
evidenced by a letter sent by Yu to Sat6 the following year. The warmth
of the letter suggest a continuation of the bond that had. developed between
the previous year. In the letter Yu, who was still in virtual hiding in a Sha
expressed misgivings about the state of Chinese society. Moreover, he im
contact Mushanok•ji Saneatsu on his behalf, and expressed regrets about
a° Yu
but
was to visit Japan soon after that
to send Sat• books as intended,
China.
in
general
unrest
this letter, this journey was in jeopardy due to the
In 1927 and 1928, when the relationship between Yu Dafu and Sat•
its closest, Yu was a rising literary star in China and Sat• was already
writer in the Japanese bundan. At the time, Yu was not only involved wit
Society (Chuangzaoshe ;•ll • •:[:) but was also teaching at the Shanghai C
and had begun to edit a monthly magazine with Lu Xun • • (1881-1936)
• •y• (Surging current). After the Creation Society was forced to suspe
7

a

A.t this time Yu, an admirer of Akutagawa, sent a letter of condolence to Akut
out &deference for Sat6 Hamol See ItS, Iku Tappu shiryO hoben, vol. 2, p.200.
For more about the phenomenon of Japanese writers journeying to China in t
book The Lite
era, including Sat6 Hamo's visits to China, see Joshua A. Fogel's
Universit
Stanford
(Stanford:
1862-1945
of
China,
Rediscovery
the
Japanese
in
Har
China,"
in
Prewar
Travelers
Literary
"Japanese
Fogel's
Also of note is
essay
575-602.
Asiatic Studies 49.2 (1989), pp.
9 Itr, Iku Tappu,
p. 200.
•0 From
of the Sh•wa period (1928), the year
a letter dating from the third year
visit to China. See Itr, Iku Tappu shiryO hoben, vol. 2, p. 204.
7
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in the end to be fairly typical writers of their age, firm
behind the ideological partitions that separated the two countries in the ye
to the war. Seen in this way, the works written by both men during the
conceived of as the logical conclusion to their professional, and personal rel
While Yu's anti-imperialist position was evident in his role as coLeague of Leftist Writers, in no way did it signal his complete disass
colleagues in Japan. In 1936, on the eve of Japan's invasion of China, Yu
and called on Satr. Yu had been invited by the Yomiuri shinbun • • • F•
in a symposium concerning contemporary Chinese literature which was hel
month following Yu's sojourn in Japan. TM The event took place at the Ta
Hotel, and each day's activities was recorded in the Taiwan shimin bao
newspaper, a co-sponsor of the event, from December 24 for six consecut
the introduction ofYu Dafu on the first day of the event, he is described as
in Chinese literature, second only to Lu Xun in stature. The ostensibl
symposium was to discuss contemporary literary trends in both China an
avoiding political questions. Other participants in the symposium includ
literary critics from both China and Japan along with representatives from
shinbun • • • •] and Mainichi shinbun • • •0• •] newspapers.
The intention of eschewing political issues was quickly abandoned
when a participant named Huang Deshi • 1• I• suggested that, wher
formerly was equated with values, it could now be equated with politics
which Yu concurred. Yu then introduced the topic of Protectionist Literatu
examples of Leftist Literature by Mao Dun • • (1896-1981) and Lao Sh

communities, proved

1978).

16

the following day's discussion, Yu was asked whether he
contradiction between writing literature and serving in the government,
that he did not believe any such contradiction existed and that literatur
political vacuum, at a remove from society and its problems, was poor lit
reminded by Huang Deshi that in the preface of his collection The Past
that all great literature was no more than the record of the individual writer
Yu made no attempt to rescind his earlier statement but, on the contrary,
belief that all of his stories were expressions of himself.
On the final day, Yu reexamined some of the similarities and diffe
the two literary worlds, emphasizing the need for a positive dialogue betw
both sides. He continued by citing some of the foreign influences on hi
which included, by his reckoning, the nineteenth-century Russian novel
literature of the teens and twenties to which he was exposed as a. student

During

14

A

complete description

of the

symposium

held in Taiwan

along

with

a

transc

Itr, Iku Tappu shiry6 hoben, vol. 2, pp. 218-28.
• Itr, Iku Tappu shiry6 hoben, vol. 2,
p. 218.
• Yu,
in attempting to show affinities between the two literary communities
example ofOda Takeo/J• •t •e• • (1900-79) who had won the Akutagawa prize
(Outside the wall), a novel set in China. Yu admitted that he admired attempts
t•. ,,weation of truly cross-cultural literature, but feared problems of interpretation
a•d cultural differences. See Itr, lku Tappu shiry6 hoben, vol. 2, p. 218.

proceedings

is included in
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another and their mother since
tow
the
He explains
sense of duty that he feels
h
leaving,
Before
them farewell.
swears them to secrecy before bidding
explanatory letter to his wifel While he is on the ferry from Kobe to Sha
confront their mother with the content of the previous night's conversa
father. Soon after that, the boys hear malicious rumors about their father
their mother goes to the police station to volunteer information about

boys aside and tells them
going away for a while.

to

look after

one

disappearance.

The third and final section describes Zhu's life back in China. Jian
in power, and friends of Zhu warn him that there is a warrant out for
avoids incarceration by promising, despite pangs of conscience, to produc
propaganda for the Republican government. It is a bleak period in Zhu's
feels betrayed by his friend Zheng for convincing him to return to China a
his relationship with the young woman during his previous stay in China.
Through these experiences, Zhu begins to believe that the Co
which hitherto had sustained him might not be worthy of his undying devo
in Northern China in the hope that he yet
a letter to the Japanese army

fulfill the dream that he and his wife had long cherished of building a clini
Moreover, he sends a letter to his wife and sons back in Japan, requesting
and live with him in China. His wife, Aiko, is overjoyed by the pro
reunited with her husband and of the possibility of finally realizing their
The two sons begin to study Chinese at night in the hope that they can op
Japanese language and culture near their parents' clinic.
Excited about the idea of toiling beside her husband in the north
returns to her parental home in T•hoku in order to request money from h
to pay for the fares to China. Reluctantly, and still bearing a grudge again
marrying Zhu in opposition to her parents' wishes, the older brother

requested

money.
Zhu and his family are reunited in dramatic fashion at the port of
and Aiko had celebrated their honeymoon many years earlier. The ship
flags in celebration of the a
cross to China is decorated with Japanese
Japanese naval victory. In the end, the family arrives in the northern v
they are to live and work. A new hospital has already been built for Zhu
Japanese residents of the area, and another Japanese-style building is und
:°
to house the boys' Japanese language and culture school.
Nippon hyoron, originally called Keizai oral • • ¢f•: 3•, wa
important vehicle for contemporary literature and included works by suc
• •'• (1867-1947) and Tokuda Shfisei {N I•t •
as Krda Rohan s• •
Insofar as it was not primarily a literary magazine, its readership was con
than contemperary periodicals devoted solely to new literary works. Af
suspension of publication, Nippon hyoron recornmenced publication in 1
pronounced emphasis on political writing, and those works of fiction tha
possessed, like Satr's story, a decidedly political bent. •1

SatS, "Ajia no ko," p. 393.
Hasegawa Izumi :N: • )11 •j•:, Kindai bungei zasshi fiten k•_ • 22 • • • •
modem literary periodicals) (Tokyo: Shibundr, 1965), p. 2.
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outlast the war. Fundamental ideologi
in these two works and led to the dissolution o
which had existed for over ten years. The last few encounters be',:ween
1936 when Yu called on Sat6 in Japan and in 1938 when Sat• met Yu an
government-sponsored trip to China, do not reveal any overt animosity be
However, Sat6's visit, in which he came representing the magazine Ka
during which Guo and Yu were summoned to provide information about
the degree to which friendship had been reduced to the exigencies of politi
After the rupture of relations with Yu Dafu, Sat6 Haruo becam
involved in politics and cultural activities related to Japan's increasing
Asia. Starting in 1936, Sat• acted as the Chair of the Literature Depart
University. In September of the following year, along with Hayashi
(1903-75), he established the New Japan Culture Society (Shin Nihon bun
:¢4s: 2•2 •'L cO • ) and was instrumental in the production of the magazine Sh
els: (New Japan) which was to become the organ for the Society. From 1
which "Ajia no ko" appeared, Sat• entered service in the Japanese navy
Writer's Division." During his term of enlistment, not only did Sat6 writ
influenced by his
war, but other facets of his literary output were also
role, and he produced several collections of patriotic poems.
The fact that Sat• had hitherto encouraged an eclectic, cosmopolit
choice of subject matter in his writing, as evidenced by his own writing
limiting himself to blatantly jingoistic literature apparently did no
contradiction for Sats. In the years following the war, he returned to
and, consequently, less political literature and produced some of his m
collections of poems, including the collection Saku no kusabue/• • •
flute of Saku, 1946) and his translation of Chinese poems, Gyokutekifu
of the jade flute, 1948). 24 In the latter collection in particular, Sat6
attempting to reestablish his earlier ties with Chinese literature while r
until the military period the to
own creative works with what had been
creative writings.
Ironically, this rejuvenated interest in Chinese literature on the pa
too late to have any effect on his relationships with specific writers in the
community. Perhaps the schism that had opened between the two litera
during the thirties would have been too broad to bridge by this point
untimely death of Yu Dafu, Sat6's closest link to the Chinese literary sc
demise of such possibilities.
Toward the end of 1938, Yu left Hangzhou, where he had been l
years, and went to Singapore where he adopted the pen name Chao Lian
position as the editor of the newspaper Xingzhou ribao _I•,),1,1 N (Singap
decision to go to Singapore was made in part out of the desire to seek a
the Japanese. Yu's writings had already been banned in Japan, and alth
influential friends and allies among Japanese writers and editors, he fear

regrettably, Yu's life was
became painfully apparent

not to

Takenouchi Shizuo •• • • • •, ed., SatO Haruo sha • )•
in Gendai bungaku taikei (Compendium of modem literature)
vol. 29, pp. 456-57.
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